A multitude of observed boron-based materials have outstanding superconducting, mechanical, and refractory properties. Yet, the structure, the composition, and the very existence of some reported metal boride (M-B) compounds have been a subject of extensive debate. This density functional theory work seeks to set a baseline for current understanding of known metal boride phases as well as to identify new synthesizable candidates. We have generated a database of over 12,000 binary M-B entries for pressures of 0 and 30 GPa producing the largest scan of compositions and systems in this materials class. The 175 selected crystal structures include both observed prototypes and new ones found with our evolutionary ground state search. The metals considered are: Al, Ag, Au, Ba, Be, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Cs, Cu, Fe, Hf, Hg, Ir, K, La, Li, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Nb, Ni, Os, Pd, Pt, Rb, Re, Rh, Ru, Sc, Sr, Ta, Tc, Ti, V, W, Y, Zn, and Zr. Based on the formation energy calculated at zero pressure and temperature 4 new M-B phases or structures have been predicted, while a number of previously reported compounds have been shown to be unstable. At 30 GPa, changes in the convex hulls are expected to occur in 18 out of 41 M-B systems, which is used to indicate regions of the periodic table (for metal borides) that require further investigation from the community. Analysis of the collected information has revealed a nearly linear relationship between the magnetic moment per atom and the metal content for all the Fe-B, Co-B, and Ni-B structures within 0.15 eV/atom of the stability tie line. Both GGA-PBE and LDA-PW functionals were used to provide an understanding of the systematic error introduced by the choice of the exchange-correlation functional.
I. INTRODUCTION
Boron forms compounds with nearly all metals and defines a remarkable variety of morphologies in compounds, including 3D polyhedron frameworks, 2D nets, and 1D chains 1, 2 . The richness and the complexity of metal boride structures can be traced back to the behavior of pure boron. Namely, the tendency of the second-row element to form covalent bonds sets boron apart from the neighboring nearly-free-electron metals in the periodic table, such as magnesium or aluminum 3 . At the same time, the three valence electrons are insufficient to fill up all the bonding states in stable covalent structures adopted by tetravalent elements, such as carbon or silicon 3 . The resulting frustration makes boron a metalloid with arguably the most complex non-magnetic elemental ground state under normal conditions [4] [5] [6] . For example, the stability of the known ambient-pressure α-B and β-B polymorphs along with the recently discovered highpressure γ-B polymorph has been subject of numerous recent studies [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Not surprisingly, mixing boron with metals of different size and valence has created a large class of inorganic compounds with diverse mechanical and electronic properties, some of which have been uncovered only in recent years [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The most striking example is the 2001 discovery of a phonon-mediated superconducting transition in a well-known binary compound, MgB 2 , at a recordbreaking 39 K 10 . The research generated by this breakthrough has identified unusual non-centrosymmetric superconductors (Li 2 (Pd,Pt) 3 B 11,12,15,16 and Ru 7 B 3 13 ) and has led to a number of predicted conventional superconducting boron-based materials (Li x BC 17 , LiB 18, 19 , Li-TM-B 19 , and Fe-B 5 ). One of the proposed new materials, FeB 4 , has been synthesized recently and appears to be the first superconductor designed entirely on the computer 14 . Due to the super hardness of pure boron 21 , metal borides have also attracted attention as candidate cheap hard materials 22 . ReB 2 23 and CrB 4 6 have been suggested to have unusually high hardness, but further investigations have indicated that they are not super hard [25] [26] [27] . A lot of recent work has been dedicated to related transition-metal borides, such as WB 3 /WB 4 28-32 and the Mo-B system [33] [34] [35] . The chemical inertness and low volatility of metal borides have also allowed for their commercial use as refractory materials 36 , thermionic emitters 37, 38 , and steel strengthening agents 39 . It is worth noting that the strongest permanent magnets include a small amount of boron in a complex Nd-Dy-Fe-B compound 40 . Over the last decades the techniques used to investigate metal boride structures have varied greatly. Leading up to and during the 1960's a majority of the known metal borides were synthesized for the first time [41] [42] [43] . Development of chemically intuitive semi-empirical electronic structure methods during the 1970's and 1980's has been instrumental for building structural and binding models for selected compounds. Examples include the studies of the La and Y hexaborides 44 , Mn and Cr tetraborides 45 , and several other Cr borides 46 . Advances in density functional theory (DFT) [47] [48] [49] during the 1990's into the 2000's enabled characterization of materials through systematic calculations of their stability across the periodic table. For example, Oguchi 50 studied binding trends for the AlB 2 prototype, while Kolmogorov and Curtarolo 51 rationalized the stability of several metal boride structures.
Screening large libraries of known crystal structures and various compositions has emerged as an increasingly popular approach to not only identify new materials, but to also check the reliability of DFT-based methods [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . Curtarolo et al. 52 showed that formation energy evaluated with DFT at zero temperature is a reliable criterion for compound existence giving a 92.4% agreement (97% with experimental error removed) with experiment for 80 binary metal systems. A number of computational frameworks have been developed, such as AFLOW 58 or the Materials Project 55 , that enable high-throughput screening of available inorganic databases for new materials with targeted properties 59 .
Other search techniques seek to identify new stable materials crystallizing in yet unknown configurations. The problem of global crystal structure optimization (from scratch) has been addressed with the introduction of such approaches as evolutionary algorithms [60] [61] [62] [63] , minima hopping [64] [65] [66] , random searches 67 , or particle swarm optimizations 68, 69 . Ground state searches for large systems are typically carried out at fixed compositions due to high computational cost, although variable-composition optimization has also been proposed 70 . Meredig and Wolverton 71 have developed techniques, called FPASS, to combine the experimentally known properties of structures such as space group and lattice constant with evolutionary algorithms to determine the atomic structure of unrefined powder diffraction files. Synthesis and characterization of complex high-pressure phases of B 72, 73 and CaB 6 4 have illustrated (i) the advantages of the evolutionary approach to constructing large ground states from scratch and (ii) the considerable benefits of incorporating prior structural information into the searches. Complementary ground state searches at selected compositions beyond the known prototypes have been performed in several detailed studies of binary M-B systems. Some of the predictions have already been confirmed, such as the incompleteness of the previous structural model of the known CrB 4 compound 5, 6, 75 and the existence of a new FeB 4 material (meta)stable under normal conditions 5, 14, 75 , while others are awaiting confirmation, such as the possibility of new Li-B The next natural step in the investigation of this class of materials is a systematic scan of all relevant metal-boron binary systems with a combination of highthroughput and evolutionary-type calculations. The generation of the largest ab initio database for metal borides has given us an opportunity to (i) identify new stable candidate materials for further investigation; (ii) establish trends across M-B systems and compositions; and (iii) expand the series of benchmark studies [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] that reveal the current capabilities of DFT-based methods for guiding materials research. Known metal boride structures found in the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) 79 were considered along with new structures generated from our evolutionary search. The studied set of s-p and transition metals is: Al, Ag, Au, Ba, Be, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Cs, Cu, Fe, Hf, Hg, Ir, K, La, Li, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Nb, Ni, Os, Pd, Pt, Rb, Re, Rh, Ru, Sc, Sr, Ta, Tc, Ti, V, W, Y, Zn, and Zr. We carried out calculations at both ambient (0 GPa) and high (30 GPa) pressure. The value of 30 GPa was chosen to bracket the pressure range of up to ∼25 GPa in which facile materials synthesis can be carried out with multi-anvil cells. In addition, materials with a certain degree of covalent bonding synthesized under such moderate pressures have been known to remain metastable once quenched down to normal conditions (γ-B 7 , CaB 6 4 , FeB 4 14,75 ). The combined library of 175 structure types calculated for 41 M-B systems under at least 2 pressures contains over 12,000 entries.
We would like to stress that the set of identified more stable phases at selected compositions, especially under high pressures, are not necessarily the ground states: the aforementioned examples on CaB 6 4,7 , WB 3 /WB 4 28,32,80 , and FeB 4 5,14 have illustrated that reliable determination of materials ground state requires an enormous number of calculations. In particular, our detailed studies of individual M-B systems 4, 5, 57, 75 showed that the vibrational entropy term in Gibbs energy calculated at elevated temperature can noticeably affect the zero-temperature relative stability and shift the pressureinduced phase transformations by a few GPa. Therefore, we view our findings as a guide for future comprehensive studies of select systems. We also note that since this paper overviews work on metal borides carried out over the last 60+ years, it was necessary to place an emphasis on referencing larger reviews of the materials systems (such as Massalski et al. 9 , Rogl et al. 81 , Rogl and Schuster 82 , Rudy 83 ) over studies of individual materials.
II. STRUCTURE DETERMINATION METHODS
The structures considered within this work were determined in two ways. The first one was a scan of the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) 79 for relevant metal-non-metal structure types, critical assessment of available M-B binary phase diagrams 9 , and an overview of recently published studies on individual M-B systems. Since the presence of (meta)stable B-rich intercalated compounds or M-rich alloys rarely affects the stability of ordered M-B compounds away from the edges of the phase diagram, we did not consider M x B 1−x phases with compositions x < 0.08 or x > 0.85. The second approach was to perform evolutionary ground state searches for selected fixed compositions with Module for Ab Initio Structure Evolution (MAISE) 4 software code developed by the authors. The unconstrained optimization was seeded with both random and known structures. Due to the considerable computational cost of density functional theory (DFT) calculations, the evolutionary searches were carried out for a small set of chosen compositions primarily to investigate existing discrepancies between experiment and theory (i.e. W-B). For a list of compositions see the Supplemental Material 84 . Nearly all of the collected 175 structures in our library have been considered for each M-B system. The few exceptions were very large structures, over 40 atoms per unit cell, that were clearly unnatural for certain metal classes. For example, our selected tests showed that complex ground states in alkali and alkaline-earth metalboron systems had very large positive formation energies for TM-B binaries. The resulting database has been generated in a high-throughput fashion using the MAISEbased framework described in the Supplementary Material 84 .
Following the determination of structures relevant to M-B systems these structures were studied with DFT. For this study the thermodynamic stability due to phase separation of each material composition was determined through a construction of the convex hull for each M-B system. The enthalpy of formation per atom (H MnBm f ) for each system was determined using:
Here H tot is the total enthalpy of the material composition, n is the number of M atoms, m is the number of B atoms, µ M is the chemical potential of the lowest energy bulk metal phase, and µ B is the chemical potential of α-B for 0 GPa and γ-B for 30 GPa. For a discussion on our selection of α-B for 0 GPa see the authors previous work 5 . The H
MnBm f
is then used to construct a convex hull with the stable (metastable) structure defining (being 20 meV/atom above) the corresponding tie line. These determined stable and metastable structures are then compared to literature and the ICSD to determine discrepancies between experiment and computation.
III. CALCULATION METHODS
All of the energy calculations and structural optimizations, including those within the MAISE software, were performed using the ab initio software VASP 85 . The MAISE evolutionary search settings were similar to those described in our previous studies 5, 7 . The projector augmented-waves 49 formalism was used to treat the core electrons. All the compounds considered in this study were calculated using the GGA-PBE 47 exchange correlation functional. The resulting stable and metastable compounds were then calculated using the LDA-PW 48 functional. Finally, a few select systems were verified with ultrasoft potentials 86 . For a majority of the systems the stability or metastability of a compound as determined with the two functionals were the same. The specific differences found between the GGA and LDA results are discussed in more detail in Section VI. The same potentials are used regardless of the pressure considered. A plane wave basis set with an energy cutoff of 500 eV was used with a dense Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh 87, 88 selected specifically for each structure. Formation energies are expected to be numerically converged to within 1-2 meV/atom. The stress tensor is optimized to the value of the specified pressure (0 GPa of 30 GPa). Compounds containing the five magnetic elements (Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) were calculated both with and without spin polarization. The known antiferromagnetic elements (Cr and Mn) were also treated with antiferromagnetic initial conditions. The antiferromagnetic initial conditions were constructed by identifying planes in each of the a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 directions and alternating the spin either within a plane or between neighboring planes. For compounds with odd number of magnetic elements super cells of the form 2x2x1 were created to allow for in-plane spin variation. For the Sc-B system phonon calculations were performed to determine the dynamic stability of the cF52-ScB 12 (SG#225) phase. We used the finite displacement methods in the PHON 89 code for these calculations.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The calculations of the 41 metal boride systems found that around 191 stable phases and that 184 metastable phases exist. The formula, formation energy, stability (distance to the tie line), and Pearson symbol for both the GGA-PBE and LDA-PW functionals are shown in Tables II (stable compounds) and III (metastable compounds). The Wyckoff positions of the stable structures (and select metastable structures) are in the Supplemental Materials 84 . The metal-boride systems were analyzed for both ambient (0 GPa) and high (30 GPa) pressures. The changes between 0 GPa and 30 GPa manifest both as same composition phase transitions or as known/new compositions becoming stable/unstable due to phase separation. Individual analysis of how the M-B systems change with pressure is discussed in Section VI. We have also adopted the following naming convention: a system denotes a combination of elements, a compound specifies a material at a particular composition, a structure (type) represents a unit cell and atomic positions for unspecified elements, and a phase corresponds to a compound in a particular structure.
Generation of the large datasets at the two pressures made it possible for us to examine pressure-induced changes in the number or type of stable compounds across the whole set of considered metal boride systems as shown in Fig. (1) . It should be noted though that the selective application of the evolutionary searches disproportionately increased the likelihood of identifying new stable phases under pressure at the studied compositions, e.g, in the Ca-B system. One can distinguish three sets of metal-boron systems showing similar response to applied pressure. For the alkali-metal block, we observed not only an increased number of stable borides under higher pressure but also phase transformation of all stable ambientpressure compounds with the exception of tP136-Li 3 B 14 . For the columns IIIB-IVB in the TMs, we did not see any phase changes or change in number of stable phases between the two pressures except for La, which had one 
FIG. 1:
The elements considered in this M-B structure study. Included with each (non-B) element is the number of stable phases at 0 GPa (lower left) and 30 GPa (lower right) for the corresponding M-B system. B is in green (bold), while blue (italic) represents systems with new phases or structures predicted in this study.
more stable compound at 30 GPa. For the columns IB and IIB in the TMs, there were no stable compounds at either pressure. In contrast to the three sets, the alkalineearth and columns VB-VIIIB in the TMs did not exhibit common distinguishable trends within themselves. These metal-boron systems were found to have many competing phases which made it difficult to determine the convex hull, let alone count the pressure-induced phase changes. The finite-temperature contributions and DFT systematic errors are likely to have the most impact on the relative stability of close lying phases in these systems and should be investigated in future studies. In order to rationalize the stability of individual compounds we performed a meta-analysis of the formation energies of all the stable compounds at ambient pressure. Figs. (4-8) show the collection of all individual M-B tie lines and reveal clear general trends in stability as a function of the metals electron count. The formation energies of the compounds in each system starts low for metals with a low valency and decreases in formation energy (becoming more stable) until the metals with a valency of 4 electrons (Ti, Zr, and Hf) is reached after which the formation energy increases until no stable systems exist for columns VB-VIIIB transition metals. This demonstrates that metal boride systems with metals that are closer to column IVB are more stable with the metals furthest from N=4 being unstable. Fig. (2) shows the tie lines of each system combined by column in the periodic table valency and plotted versus formation energy. The plot shows that the instability of noble metal borides observed previously for selected layered structures 50,51 is a more general trend holding for a much larger set of configurations. It is worth noting that the Cs-B and Rb-B systems do not contain stable compounds at ambient pressures. It is expected to be caused by the large atomic size of Cs and Rb, which is supported by the existence of stable structures for Cs and Rb at higher pressures due to compression of boron frameworks around the large atoms.
Interestingly, the Pt-B system has been found to be the only considered M-B binary that destabilizes at ele- vated pressures. We have checked that the finding is not sensitive to the choice of the exchange-correlation functional (GGA or LDA) or the pseudo-potential (PAW or ultrasoft 86 ), i.e., in all these cases the Pt-B compounds under pressure show reduced magnitudes of formation enthalpy. Explanation of this puzzling result will require further study.
Another interesting trend observed within this large data set was a nearly linear relationship between the magnetic moment per atom and the metal content above a certain saturation point for the considered ferromagnetic TM-B systems (TM = Fe, Co, Ni) , as seen in Fig.  (3) . Only relevant structures with negative formation enthalpy and within 0.15 eV/atom of the convex hull were taken into account to exclude unrealistic configurations. The decrease in the metal concentration is expected to result in the decrease in the magnetic moment per atom, but the well-defined linear trend is rather surprising given the large variety of structural morphologies in the considered structure set. In fact, we did not observe such a clear correlation when we examined (i) the magnetic moment per metal atom as a function of composition; (ii) the magnetic moment per atom as a function of the metal-metal distance; or (iii) the antiferromagnetic moment per atom for any of the Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni -B systems. The saturation point is seen to increase from 20% metal for Fe to 50% for Co and 75% for Ni. It must be noted for Ni that the limited amount of structures above 80% metal content reduces the size of the dataset. However, the results are still consistent across the Fe-Ni set.
The observed correlation can be helpful for the rational design of material properties. For example, the theoretical and experimental results indicate that the recently discovered FeB 4 compound is likely a phonon-mediated superconductor. The finding is unusual considering that irons strong itinerant magnetic moment either prevents the superconducting transition altogether or defines it through spin fluctuations 90 . In case of FeB 4 , the observed T c of 3 K was much lower than the calculated value of 15-20 K. The original superconductivity calculations indicated that the phonon-mediated T c would be particularly sensitive to the electron count due to the sharp drop of density of states (DOS) near the Fermi level. If the phonon-mediated scenario is correct electron doping of FeB 4 with Co or Ni should increase the T c considerably by moving the Fermi level into the high DOS peak while not making the compound magnetic, according to Fig. (3) . Increasing the cutoff energy above 0.15 eV/atom increases the noise of the data sets without greatly effecting the resulting fits, especially for the 33% and 50% compositions, where many structure types were studied. The fits to these data sets are red for Fe, blue for Co, and green for Ni.
This extensive study of metal borides has identified several new phases at ambient pressure and many new ones at high pressure. The recently proposed and confirmed phases in our previous studies [4] [5] [6] [7] 51 are briefly discussed here but not referred to as new. Considering that the vast majority of experiments have been carried out under normal conditions, our comparison analysis has been dedicated primarily to ambient-pressure metal borides. Nevertheless, the lattice parameters and Wyckoff positions of all stable and selected metastable calculated materials are included in the Supplemental Material 84 for both 0 GPa and 30 GPA. 4 previously unreported phases at 0 GPa have been calculated to be stable with respect to phase separation. The new ambient pressure materials are summarized in Table I and classified based upon whether they are a new compound and whether they are new (from MAISE) or previously known structures. Here we discuss these newly predicted structures. The exact structure of MnB 4 has remained a puzzle ever since the synthesis of the compound in 1970 91 . It has been argued 45, 92, 93 that the structure should be a monoclinic distortion of an oI10 (SG#71) configuration originally proposed for CrB 4 94 . Our previous work demonstrated that the oI10-CrB 4 (SG#71) and oI10-FeB 4 (SG#71) phases are dynamically unstable 5, 75 and later experiments confirmed the derived lower-symmetry oP10 (SG#58) phase 14, 27, 95 . Here, the oI10 → oP10 distortion was found to lower the energy of MnB 4 as well (by 10 meV/atom). Additional evolutionary searches have produced even more stable configurations related to oI10, e.g., an antiferromagnetic oF80-MnB 4 (SG#43) phase 6 meV/atom below oP10. A new non-magnetic mP20 (SG#14) structure, 8 meV/atom below oP10, is proposed to be the ground state structure for MnB 4 . The monoclinic structure of MnB 4 was recently independently described by Bykova and co-authors based on unpublished single crystal X-ray diffraction data 96 . Table I in the Supplemental Material 84 contains the cell parameters and Wyckoff position of this compound.
Three additional compounds are proposed here in the Ta-B, Ni-B, and Na-B systems (see Supplemental Material for cell sizes and Wyckoff positions 84 ). The oS20-Ta 2 B 3 (SG#63) phase of the V 2 B 3 prototype is seen just below the tie line (by 2 meV/atom) defined by hP12-TaB 2 (SG#194) and oI14-Ta 3 B 4 (SG#71) 97, 98 . We noted an unusual sensitivity of the relative energy of competing TaB 2 polymorphs to the choice of the DFT approximation: hP3 (SG#191) is below hP12 by 15 meV/atom in the GGA while hP12 is below hP3 by 12 meV/atom in the LDA (and literature 98, 99 ). However, in both cases oS20-Ta 2 B 3 (SG#63) appears as marginally stable. The proposed Ni-B compound is mS28-Ni 5 B 2 (SG#15), 4 meV/atom below the tie line defined by tI12-Ni 2 B (SG#140) 100 and oP16-Ni 3 B (SG#62) 101 in the GGA and 3 meV/atom above the tie line in the LDA. Considering the (near) stability shown with the two functionals, the compound is a viable candidate to exist. The identified new tP16-NaB 3 (SG#127) phase (of the tP16-Li 2 B 6 prototype) is calculated to be stable with the LDA functional at 3 meV/atom below the tie line defined by oS46-Na 3 B 2 0 (SG#65) structure and bulk Na. However, the GGA-PBE functional calculates NaB 3 to be 6 meV/atom above this tie line.
Along with these newly proposed compounds we were able to confirm another compound that was recently proposed in literature. Liang et al. 32 used an evolutionary search for the WB 3 composition and found an hR24 (SG#166) structure to be more stable than the hP16 (SG#194) structure previously considered 28, 30, 31, 80 . Our calculations based on both high-throughput and evolutionary searches confirm that the hR24 structure is 8 meV/atom more stable than the hP16 structure. In fact, this structure is one of the three metastable ones that was predicted by Zhang et al. 34 in 2010 during their detailed evolutionary search of the Mo-B system. The Mo-B and W-B systems are discussed in more detail in Section VI.
This study also provides evidence against both theoretically and experimentally predicted/reported structures. Both hP3-AuB 2 (SG#191) and hP3-AgB 2 (SG#191) phases have been reported 102 . However, the stability of these structures has been questioned either due to the difficulty of synthesis and the instability over extended periods 103, 104 or due to positive formation energies 51 . Our calculations demonstrate that none of the noble metal -boron systems contain any stable phases. Another reported phase we found unstable was mP16-NiB 3 (SG#14) proposed by Caputo et al. 105 . The mP16 structure, generated from the parameters in Ref. 105 , relaxed by 283 meV/atom in our VASP calculations, but its final formation energy remained positive at 0.132 meV/atom. Our evolutionary search at the NiB 3 composition identified a considerably more stable mS32 (SG#12) structure, 179 meV/atom below mP16, but still 77 meV/atom above the tie line. Finally, tP20-RbB 4 (SG#127) (of the UB 4 prototype) has been predicted as a previously unobserved stable phase 106 . However, our calculations show this structure to be unstable with a positive formation energy of 0.253 eV/atom.
The overall correspondence between the calculated and observed sets of stable compounds is rather difficult to quantify. If we compare the number of experimentally seen phases (excluding intercalated compounds, those that are too large to be simulated with DFT, and high temperature or high pressure polymorphs) with the number of phases that are calculated with either LDA or GGA to be stable we see that 75.5% of the experimental phases are stable in the DFT. The number increases to 77.2% if we also include, as in Ref.
52 , the agreement between observed and calculated immiscibility. Each of the 8 immiscible systems correctly found to be immiscible was counted, conservatively, as one hit (Au and Ag are considered as immiscible systems due to the lack of a reported stable structure in the literature). However, this number might not accurately reflect the discrepancies between our DFT calculations and experiment because there are 4 newly predicted phases here. Therefore, if we instead track the number of discrepancies between theory and experiment and divide it by the total number of compounds (those reported experimentally and those newly predicted here) the agreement rate is 76.3%. It is important to note that both experiment and computation contribute to the error in this agreement rate. Therefore, to gain a better understanding of the computational error, we removed the discrepancies that deviated from the tie line by more than 50 meV/atom. Since this cutoff is higher than the expected numerical/systematic errors and the missing finite temperature contributions, these disagreements are likely due to formation of truly metastable phases or errors in the interpretation of the experimental data. This adjustment increases the agreement rate to 83.6%. When the experiment is similarly compared to just GGA (LDA) the percentage is 79.6% (81.6%).
The estimated agreement rate of 83.6% (75.2%) obtained for the metal borides excluding (including) noncomputational discrepancies is lower than the corresponding value of 97.3% (92.4%) reported by Curtarolo et al. 52 for 80 metal alloys. The lower agreement percentage seen in this metal boride study is not unexpected considering that (i) the synthesis/characterization of metal borides is complicated by their structural complexity and high melting temperatures and (ii) the DFT errors for materials relative stabilities are more likely to cancel out for metal alloy structures, which have more closely matched charge densities.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the resulting dataset for ambient-pressure s-p and TM boride systems:
• demonstrates that the formation energy of the stable compounds of a system is lowest for metals with a valence of 4 with the stability of the systems decreasing on either side of this valence until the noble metals are completely unstable;
• demonstrates a linear relationship between the magnetic moment per atom and the metal content for the ferromagnetic Fe, Co, and Ni-based compounds with negative formation energy within 0.15 eV/atom of the system's tie line; the linear fits give 20%, 50%, and 75% as minimal values of the Fe, Co, and Ni content for the relevant compounds to be magnetic;
• includes one proposed new mP20-structure (SG#14) (as the true ground state of MnB 4 ) and three new candidate compunds (oP10-Ta 2 B 3 (SG#63), mS14-Ni 5 B 2 (SG#15), and tP16-NaB 3 (SG#127));
• serves as a benchmark for the DFT calculations of crystal structure stability of 83.6% agreement between calculated and expected stable metal borides.
• singles out Pt-B as the only considered system with pressure-induced destabilization of binary compounds.
Finally, this study illustrates the need to go beyond the perviously known structures to correctly characterize each of the metal boride systems and to search for new materials. The study of column VB-VIIIB TM borides at ambient pressure is a strong example of this. However, it is within the high pressure regime that opportunities for the discovery and prediction of new materials are particularly likely.
VI. SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS A. s-p metals
The convex hulls for the alkali, and alkaline-earth metals are in Fig. (4) , while the convex hull for Al is in Fig.  (5) .
Li-B
Vojteer et al. 107 has stated that three phases of Li-B have been well quantified with many other phases compositions being either undetermined or undeterminable. The three quantified structures correspond to the Li 2 B 6 , Li 3 B 14 , and LiB 0.88 compositions. The boron framework comprised of B 6 octahedra in M n B 6 is typically stabilized by a single large metal atom per cP7 unit cell (n = 1). Two small Li + ions fit into each cavity causing the B
2− 6
units to rotate and break the cubic symmetry. The resulting tetragonal structure (SG#127) has been observed to host Li in the 4h and 4f Wyckoff sites with 0.80 and 0.20 occupancies, respectively 108 . As in the study of Chepulskii and Curtarolo 106 , we simulated the structure with the majority 4h sites fully occupied and confirmed the stability of the tI16-Li 2 B 6 (SG#127) phase. The tI160-Li 3 B 14 (SG#122) phase based on B 8 and B 10 units 109 has multiple Li sites with fractional occupancies of 0.50 or 0.40. We were able to retain the 3:14 composition in a tetragonal tP136 cell (SG#81) by populating 50% of metal sites and picking an atomic arrangement with the most natural Li-Li distances. The simulated phase was found to be soundly stable without the inclusion of the configurational entropy contribution. Determination of the morphology and the exact composition of the nearly stoichiometric LiB x compound required a set of extensive studies discussed and performed by Kolmogorov and Curtarolo 51 . The simplest proposed representations of the linear boron-chain structure were α-LiB 110,111 and β-LiB 112 . However, the structural models are not suitable for interpretation of powder XRD data as the fitting leads to unphysically short B-B distances. An insightful solution proposed by Wörle and Nesper in 2000 111 was that the off-stoichiometry is a result of incommensurability of the B and Li sub-lattices. A computational study of LiB x by Kolmogorov and Curtarolo 51 illustrated that maximum stability occurs at compositions close to x ≈ 0.90 in excellent agreement with experiment. An established linear dependence between x and the easy-to-measure c Li−Li provided a simple recipe for monitoring the compound's composition and suggested that the x = 0.8 − 1.0 range of stability is greatly overestimated. An unusual feature of the Li-B phase diagram near the 1:1 composition is that LiB x has a small but finite range of stability at T = 0 K and may be changed post-synthesis 113 . The commensurate hP15-Li 8 B 7 (SG#187) representation of LiB x defines the convex hull in this work.
At P = 30 GPa our DFT calculations show that 6 structures are stable. In agreement with our previous study 51 , the region of LiB x stability shifts further away from 1:1 with pressure and hP7-Li 4 B 3 (SG#187) takes the place of Li 8 B 7 . The tP136-Li 3 B 14 compound retains the same structure, while the hP15-LiB 3 phase becomes unstable and is replaced by the tI10-LiB 4 (SG#139) phase. Among the considered structures on the B-and Li-rich sides, new oS28-LiB 6 (SG#65) and oS12-Li 2 B (SG#63) compounds become stable. The 1:1 ground state is a previously proposed 'metal sandwich' hP8-LiB (SG#194) phase. This stoichiometric layered phase was predicted to be a close superconducting analog to MgB 2 18 . The first attempts to synthesize it were unsuccessful, but recent computational studies 77, 114, 115 have reproduced the stability of the proposed 'metal sandwich' phases at this pressure. The investigations of the Li-B system under higher pressures 77, 114, 115 have revealed a number of interesting ground states across the full composition range.
Na-B
The Na-B system has had several phases suggested including oS46-Na 3 B 20 (SG#65) 116 , oS28-NaB 6 9 , NaB 15 117 , NaB 16 9 , and mS64-Na 2 B 29 (SG#8) 118 . However, Albert et al. 118 has shown that Na 2 B 29 is the correct composition for the NaB 15 and NaB 16 compounds, which are known to be stable at non-zero temperatures. Moreover, they are intercalated structures so are not considered in our calculations. The NaB 6 compound is now known to only be stable with the inclusion of C to form NaB 5 C 119,120 or as the oS46-Na 3 B 20 (SG#65) phase 1, 116 . Therefore, the stable Na 3 B 20 compound seen here agrees with the known experimental ground state. However, our LDA calculations indicates a possibly stable phase, tP16-NaB 3 (SG#127), which is of the Li 2 B 6 prototype.
The ambient-pressure oP23-Na 3 B 20 phase becomes unstable at higher pressure giving way to the more common nearby MB 6 composition, implying that both C inclusion and increased pressure can stabilize the NaB 6 phase. Also, at 30 GPa two other phases are calculated to be stable, tP16-NaB 3 (SG#127) and mP12-NaB 2 (SG#10). 
K-B
Experimentally, the K-B system contains a single phase, cP7-KB 6 (SG#221) 121 . This agrees with our calculations, although the phase's formation energy is found to be barely negative (see Fig. 4 ). Application of high pressure is expected to induce phase transformation, as one of the metastable structures found with MAISE for CaB 6 , oS28-(SG#65), stabilizes over cP7. Further, two new phases form at 30 GPa, namely the hP16-KB 3 (SG#194) and oS8-KB (SG#63). The oS8 structure has a common morphology for this M-B composition composed of linear B chains.
Rb-B
The Rb-B system contains no intermediate phases as predicted in our calculations at ambient pressures. However, at 30GPa oS46-Rb 3 B 20 (SG#65), mS24-RbB 2 (SG#12), and oS8-RbB (SG#194) are all seen to be stable.
Cs-B
The Cs-B system contains no intermediate compounds, which matches our results. Within our calculations, at P=30 GPa, mS24-CsB 2 (SG#12) is the only phase observed (for both pressures) to have a negative formation energy after running an evolutionary search.
Be-B
The Be-B system is a complex system with many metastable and uncertain phases 9 , especially within the high boron content compositions.
Walsh et al.
122
identified the following set of Be-B phases: cF12-Be 2 B (SG#225), hP117-BeB 2 (SG#191), tP196-BeB 6 (SG#76), and possibly tP10-BeB 4 (SG#129). Hermann et al. 114 used ab initio techniques to explain the uncertainty in the literature about the boron-rich Be-B phases in the 20-33% composition range. They found the BeB ∼2.75 compound, represented as hP110-Be 29 B 81 (SG#187), to be the most stable within this region with other slight variations in stoichiometry possible due to partial occupancy of Be sites. In agreement with the follow-up paper of Hermann et al. 114 , we observe hP110-Be 29 B 81 to be the only stable Be-B compound with tP10-Be 4 B (SG#129) and aP53-Be 3 B 50 (SG#1) metastable by 17 meV/atom and 1 meV/atom, respectively. We also had constructed, using chemical reasoning, a cF12-BeB 2 (SG#216) phase with the diamond B 1− network stabilized by the insertion of the small Be 2+ cations, which has been recently proposed by Hermann et al. 114 as the lowest-energy BeB 2 structure at 0 GPa and stable at very high pressures 115 . However, our evolutionary search at 0 GPa has uncovered a considerably more stable oS12 (SG#63) structure, 85 meV/atom below cF12 and only 13 meV/atom above the tie line. The new structure (see the Supplemental Materials 84 ) is comprised of hexagonal buckled B sheets with Be sitting above the middle of a B hexagon in one layer and on top of a B-B bond in another. The high-temperature cF12-Be 2 B (SG#225) structure seen in the literature is unstable by 44 meV/atom in our calculations. At 30 GPa we calculate that the hP110-Be 29 B 81 structure is the only stable structure in agreement with Hermann et al.
115 who predicted the first changes in the Be-B convex hull occurring between 20 and 80 GPa.
Mg-B
The known Mg-B ground states are the hP3-
125 phases, perfectly matching the calculated set. The theoretical metal sandwich structures 18, 51 were originally identified for the Mg-B system. Both MgB and Mg 3 B 2 composition with additional layers of Mg are metastable at 0 GPa, and neither is stabilized at higher pressures. Therefore, the only seen change at 30 GPa is that oP20-MgB 4 becomes unstable.
Ca-B
The ambient and high-pressure Ca-B phases have been systematically explored in recent studies 4, 7 . Under normal conditions, cP7-CaB 6 (SG#221) and tP20-CaB 4 (SG#127) have been observed experimentally [126] [127] [128] . Stability of CaB 4 has been the subject of debate 129 , but the recent 7, 106 and the present calculations indicate that the compound is thermodynamically stable at 1 bar.
Application of gigapascal pressure leads to the appearance of a number of new ground states. At the 1:6 composition alone, the cP7 structure becomes dynamically unstable and gives way to unexpectedly complex oS56 (SG#63) and tI56 (SG#139) structures
4 . The latter was supported by powder XRD data and is one of the largest structures found without any structural input from experiment 4 . The most recent DFT analysis showed that addition of B stabilizes the parent tI56-CaB 6 phase (SG#139) further 7 . One of the possible derived phases, tP57-CaB 6.125 (SG#123), could be the ground state for pressures above 32 GPa 7 . At the 1:4 composition, the metallic ThB 4 -type structure destabilizes with respect to the semiconductive MgB 4 -type structure. New stable superconducting compounds appear at the 1:2 and 1:1 compositions 7 . Our resulting convex hull at 30 GPa is defined by oS56-CaB 6 (SG#63), oP20-CaB 4 (SG#62), mS12-CaB 2 (SG#71), and oI8-CaB (SG#74).
Sr-B
The Sr-B system is known to contain the cP7-SrB 6 (SG#221) compound 130 , as seen in our calculations in Fig. (4i) . The cP7-SrB 6 (SG#221), tP20-SrB 4 (SG#127), oI12-SrB 2 (SG#71), and mS16-SrB (SG#15) structures are all calculated to be stable structures at 30 GPa. Established correlations between the metal ion size and the structure stability for boron-rich compounds 7 indicate that the large-size Sr and Ba ions will keep the known cP7 structure stable up to at least 40 GPa with respect to considered polymorphs.
Ba-B
The Ba-B system has been experimentally reported to have cP7-BaB 6 (SG#221) as its only stable compound 131 . This matches the cP7-BaB 6 (SG#221) phase from our database at ambient pressures and 30GPa. As discussed for Sr-B, the cP7 structure is particularly stable due to the large size of the Ba ion 7 .
Al-B
Al is the only considered non-alkali/alkaline-earth s-p metal. Our Al-B convex hull is in Fig. (5 (γ). However, both AlB 10 , and β AlB 12 are high temperature phases 9 . Our calculations do not include the AlB 10+ structures due to our chosen limits on intercalation. Therefore, we can only comment upon the stability of hP3 structure, which appears stable at both ambient and high pressures. 
B. Row 3 transition metals
The convex hulls of the 3d TMs are in Fig. (6) . 138 . According to our calculations at 0 GPa, cF52 is thermodynamically stable and its tI26 derivative relaxes back to the cubic configuration. At 30 GPa, cF52 is found to have multiple imaginary phonon modes which makes the identification of nearby dynamically stable derivatives a challenging problem as discussed in Ref.
7 . The proposed 'metal sandwich' hP8 structure 18,51 is only 16 meV/atom above the tie line at 0 GPa but becomes less stable at higher pressures. The 1:12 and 1:2 phases define the convex hull at 30 GPa as well.
Ti-B
The Ti-B system is a well understood system with three compounds reported. These oP8-TiB (SG#62)
139 , oI14-Ti 3 B 4 (SG#71) 9 , and hP3-TiB 2 (SG#191) 99 phases all match well with those calculated in this study and shown in the phase diagram of Nakama et al. 140 . The phases remain stable at 30 GPa.
V-B
The V-B system is also a well understood system with a large number of reported stable compounds. The hP3-VB 2 (SG#191), oS20-V 2 B 3 (SG#63), oI14-V 3 B 4 (SG#71), oS22-V 5 B 6 (SG#65), oS8-VB (SG#63), and tP10-V 3 B 2 (SG#127) phases have been seen experimentally 99, [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] and all agree with those obtained in our database. The set illustrates nicely the evolution of the boron bonding morphology from the flat 2D sheets in VB 2 , to mixtures of strips and chains for the intermediate V-B compositions, to purely 1D chains in VB, and finally to unlinked sites in V 3 B 2 . The perfect agreement between theory and experiment can be attributed to the cancellation of errors in the calculated relative stabilities for the series of closely related structures. The set of stable V-B phases is unchanged at 30 GPa. 
Cr-B
Our review of the Cr-B system reveals several discrepancies between theory and experiment and highlights the need for further analysis of some reported Cr-B compositions. The theory-guided revision of the CrB 4 structural model illustrates the value of expanding crystal structure searches beyond the known prototype databases. Andersson and Lundström 94 synthesized CrB 4 over 40 years ago, and based on powder diffraction data, solved its structure as oI10, which was used until very recently 95 . Kolmogorov et al. 5 and Bialon et al. 75 s calculations showed oI10 (SG#71) to be dynamically unstable and predicted a derived oP10 (SG#58) structure with a considerably distorted boron network to be the true ground state. The brand-new oP10 structure has indeed been confirmed for CrB 4 by recent experiments 6, 27 (see the Fe-B section for more related information). The tI32-Cr 5 B 3 phase reported in literature [148] [149] [150] is stable in our database. However, CrB 2 has been reported to adopt the hP3 (SG#191) configuration (the AlB 2 prototype with flat boron layers) 150, 151 , while our calculations indicate that the structure is unstable by 70 meV/atom with respect to hP12 (SG#194) (the WB 2 prototype with a mixture of flat and buckled boron layers). The majority of literature on CrB reports an oS8 (SG#63) structure 9, 46, 82, 152, 153 with the exception of Papesch et al.
154
who observed a tI16 (SG#141) structure. According to our calculations, tI16 is the ground state with oS8 being metastable by 10 meV/atom. The oI14-Cr 3 B 4 (SG#71) composition of the Ta 3 B 4 prototype has been seen in literature 9,155 , but is found to be 22 meV/atom above the tie line in our calculations matching the experimental expectation of it being a high temperature phase 82 . However, this structure becomes stable at 30 GPa within our database. Originally, the Cr 2 B structure was reported to be tI12 (SG#140) 149 , but has since been described to be oF48-Cr 2 B (SG#70) 9, 150, 156 . The latter structure matches both the GGA and LDA calculations of this study. Cr 2 B 3 was reported by Okada et al. 46 as oS20 (SG#63), which is unstable (by 34 meV/atom) in our calculations. It is worth noting that all of the stable structures in the Cr-B system seen within our DFT calculations were nonmagnetic. At 30 GPa, our calculations show that mP20-CrB 4 (SG#58), hP12-CrB 2 (SG#194), oI14-Cr 3 B 4 (SG#71), tI16-CrB (SG#141), and oF48-Cr 2 B (SG#70) are the stable phases.
Mn-B
The Mn-B system, just as Cr-B, contains a series of discrepancies between theory and experiment that suggest the need for further investigation. The most recent reinvestigation of the full Mn-B system was from Smid et al. 157 . The oF40-Mn 4 B (SG#70) phase reported in Ref.
158 has since been described as a vacancy structure of orthorhombic Mn 2 B (SG#70) 9,159,160 .
An additional high-temperature tI12 (SG#140) structure has been reported in the literature for the Mn 2 B composition 161 . Our calculations support these experimental findings placing the tI12-Mn 2 B (SG#140) polymorph 5 meV/atom above the oF48-Mn 2 B (SG#70) ground state at T = 0 K. The calculated stability of oP8-MnB (SG#62) is also consistent with experiment 158 . However, the experimentally observed oI14-Mn 3 B 4 (SG#71) 158 phase is 45 meV/atom above the tie line in our DFT calculations. The experimental hP3-MnB 2 (SG#191) (AlB 2 prototype) 9,162 phase is also determined to be unstable by nearly 100 meV/atom. The hP6 (SG#194) (ReB 2 prototype) structure is found to be far more energetically favorable than hP3, in agreement with previous DFT calculations 163 , but it is not clear whether or not hP6 is really stable being 20 meV/atom above and 10 meV/atom below the tie line in the GGA and the LDA, respectively. Our evolutionary search at the MnB 4 composition produced a new mP20 (SG#14) structure which we propose to be the true ground state. This finding appears to agree with the results of an independent experimental study by Bykova and co-authors based on unpublished single crystal X-ray diffraction data 96 . Sections IV, Cr-B, Fe-B, and Ref. 5 give more information on the relationship between the other related mS10 (SG#12) 93 , oI10 (SG#71) 94 , and oP10 (SG#58) 5,75 structures proposed for the MnB 4 , CrB 4 , and FeB 4 /CrB 4 compounds, respectively. At 30 GPa mP20-MnB 4 (SG#14), oP8-MnB (SG#62), and oF96-Mn 2 B (SG#70) are stable in our study.
Fe-B
The Fe-B system has been overviewed and explored in the author's previous studies 5, 75 . Two stable compounds, oP8-FeB (SG#53) and tI12-Fe 2 B (SG#140), appear in the experimental phase diagram 164 , but synthesis of metastable FeB 49 165 , a solid solution of 5% Fe in B (FeB 19 ) 166 , and Fe-C analogs, cF116-Fe 23 B 6 (SG#225) and tI32-Fe 3 B (SG#82), have also been reported 39, 167, 168 . In good agreement with experiment, our DFT calculations indicate stability of tI12-Fe 2 B (SG#140) and metastability of cF116-Fe 23 B 6 (SG#225) and oP16-Fe 3 B (SG#62) by 19 meV/atom and 18 meV/atom, respectively. Three phases of Fe 3 B, oP16-Fe 3 B (SG#62) prototype Fe 3 C), tI32-Fe 3 B (SG#82) (prototype Ni 3 P), and tP32-Fe 3 B (SG#86) (prototype Ti 3 P), have been reported with the Fe 3 C prototype determined to be a metastable phase, while the Ni 3 P and Fe 3 P prototypes are high temperature phases 168 . This agrees with our results of 24 meV above the tie line for tI32, 104 meV for tP32, and 18 meV for oP16. As discussed by Kolmogorov et al. 5 , two experimentally observed FeB polymorphs, oP8 (SG#62) and oS8 (SG#63) are slightly above (by at least 5 meV/atom) a tI16 structure in the GGA, but are favored (by at least 10 meV/atom) in the LDA. The evolutionary ground state search of Kolmogorov et al. 5 unexpectedly produced two viable ground states at 1:2 and 1:4 compositions. The predicted oP12 structure for FeB 2 (SG#62) comprised of B chains rather than B layers was found to be over 30 meV/atom below the α-B↔oP8-FeB tie line. The previously unobserved oP10 structure for FeB 4 (SP#58) was shown to be a high-T ground state and to have the potential to be a phonon-mediated superconductor. The two proposed compact phases were shown to stabilize further under high pressures 75 . The oP10-FeB 4 phase has just been synthesized under medium pressures and appears to be the first realized superconductor designed entirely on the computer 5, 14 . This experimental study has also led to the discovery of another new iron boride 14 , Fe 2 B 7 , with a complex oP72 (SG#55) structure 8, 169 , but our calculations show that the compound is metastable by about 10 meV/atom in the 0-30 GPa range. Ab initio predictions of metastable compounds at such an unusual composition and with such a large unit cell would have been no less than an act of clairvoyance. Nevertheless, the original DFT study 5 indicated the likely existence of new Fe-B compounds and successfully guided the experiment to discovery of new materials in a seemingly well-studied binary system. At 30 GPa, the only change in the set of the ground states is the stabilization of oP8-FeB over the competing oS8 and tI16 polymorphs. After initially gaining in stability at pressures up to 20 GPa, P10-FeB 4 eventually becomes less stable when the tie line is defined by γ-rather than α-B.
Co-B
Our DFT calculations show that one compound, oP8-CoB (SG#62) 100 , is stable in the Co-B system, while references to two more additional compounds exist in the literature. We found tI12-Co 2 B (SG#140) 171 and the oP16-Co 3 B (SG#62) 100 phase to be unstable, but not far from the tie line, by 25 meV/atom and 21 meV/atom, respectively. The oP8-CoB (SG#62) compound is also the only compound calculated to be stable at 30 GPa for Co-B.
Ni-B
The compounds in the Ni-B structures match up fairly well between those reported in literature and those calculated to be stable here. Experimentally, both an orthorhombic and a monoclinic form of Ni 4 B 3 have been seen 101 , which is consistent with the calculated stability of oP28-Ni 4 B 3 (SG#62) and the metastability of mS28 (SG#15) (by 2 meV/atom). Malik et al. 172 discuss the off-stochiometric nature of oP28 and the resulting stability of mS28. The tI12-Ni 2 B (SG#140) 100 and the oP16-Ni 3 B (SG#62) 101 reported phases match those from the current study. At the 1:1 composition the oS8 (SG#63) structure has been reported 173 . According to our calculations, the three competing structures, oS8 (SG#63), oP8 (SG#62), and tI16 (SG#141) are all metastable with the oS8 structure being 5 meV/atom (1meV/atom) above the tie line for GGA (LDA). The GGA calculations indicate the possible stability of the new Ni 5 B 2 compound with a mS28 (SG#15) structure (metastable by 3 meV/atom in LDA). Therefore, this composition is worth future investigation to determine whether the GGA or LDA calculations correctly predict the structure. Finally, Caputo et al. 105 predicted a stable monoclinic NiB 3 (SG#14) structure through computational work based upon experimental work. As discussed in Section IV we do not find the NiB 3 structure suggested by Caputo et al. 105 to be stable nor did we find another stable structure. At 30 GPa the newly predicted mS28-Ni 5 B 2 phase is unstable, while the oS8-NiB, oP28-Ni 4 B 3 , tI12-Ni 2 B, and oP16-Ni 3 B phases remain stable. At the Ni 4 B 3 composition the metastable mS28 structure is destabilized to 15 meV/atom above oP28.
Cu-B
The Cu-B system contains no intermediate compounds 9 . This matches with our results at both pressures, which show all calculated structures have positive formation energies.
Zn-B
No known intermediate compounds are found for the Zn-B system 9 . This agrees with our convex hulls for both 0 GPa and 30 GPa which shows all formation energies are positive. Fig. (7) contains the tie lines of the 4d TM.
C. Row 4 Transition metals

Y-B
All known compounds in the Y-B system are boron-rich.
The hP3-YB 2 (SG#191) 174 , tP20-YB 4 (SG#127) 175 , and cP7-YB 6 (SG#221) 176 phases have common M-B structures. Of these three phases, cP7-YB 6 was found to not be stable (at 31 meV/atom above the tie line) within our calculations. The set of intercalation compounds is comprised of cF52-YB 12 43 ,YB 25 177 ,YB 50 178 , and YB 66 179 . Of these complex phases, only cF52-YB 12 (SG#225) 43 was considered, and it was found to be stable. No additional phases are calculated to be stable at 30 GPa. The Zr-B system contains two phases 9 , hP3-ZrB 2 (SG#191) 99 and cF52-ZrB 12 (SG#225) 43 . The hP3-ZrB 2 phase is stable in our calculations, while cF52-ZrB 12 is metastable (at 18 meV/atom above the tie line).
Rogl and Potter
180 discussed the metastability of both oP8-ZrB (SG#62) and oI14-Zr 3 B 4 (SG#71), which we found to be in reasonable agreement with our calculations, which are 70 meV and 43 meV above the tie line respectively. The ground state does not change at 30 GPa.
Nb-B
The Nb-B and V-B systems contain the exact same set of stable structures noted in the V-B section to display an underlying relationship across the composition range. The reported Nb-B phases, hP3-NbB 2 (SG#191), oS20-Nb 2 B 3 (SG#63), oI14-Nb 3 B 4 (SG#71), oS22-Nb 5 B 6 (SG#65), oS8-NbB (SG#63), and tP10-Nb 3 B 2 (SG#127) 9,99,143,181-183 match our calculated ground states at 0 GPa and remain stable at 30 GPa. It is worth noting that Nb 3 B 2 was reported 184 to possibly be vacancy-or surface-stabilized contrary to our calculated result.
Mo-B
The Mo-B system has received a lot of recent attention due to the potential high hardness of related Moand W-based borides 31, 34, 35, 185 . Zhang et al. 34 performed evolutionary searches at specific compositions and found that the convex hull consists of known M-B structures. After performing evolutionary searches and large scans of known M-B structures, we have obtained a matching set of the ground states. However, not all of the calculated stable structures agree with experimentally observed ones. The reported tI12-Mo 2 B phase (SG#140) 186 is not stable (at 20 meV/atom above the tie line) within our calculations or those of Zhang et al. 34 . Theory also indicates the stability of hR18-MoB 2 (SG#166) 34, 35 , while the only experimentally reported (high-temperature) structure at this composition is hP3 (SG#191) 9, 186 . It is unlikely that temperature effects could stabilize the hP3 structure found to be over 160 meV/atom above hR18 at zero temperature. The hR21-Mo 2 B 5 phase has been studied both experimentally 186 and theoretically 33 . According to our calculations and those of Zhang et al. 34 , the phase is unstable by over 0.4 eV/atom and the lowest-energy structure at the Mo 2 B 5 composition (24 meV/atom above the tie line) is hP14 (SG#194) suggested by Zhang et al. 34 . These authors also found a metastable hR24 (SG#166) structure (13 meV/atom above the tie line in our calculations) with an evolutionary search for MoB 3 34 , which matches the structure predicted with an evolutionary search for WB 3 by Liang et al. 32 . This is not consistent with the experimental observation of the hP16-Mo x B 3 phase (SG#194) 187 that appears unstable computationally 34, 35 (19 meV/atom above the tie line in our calculations). One more metastable phase predicted by Zhang et al.
34
is hP10-MoB 4 (SG#194) (8 meV above the tie line in our database), energetically preferred over the previously reported hP20-MoB 4 188 phase, which is also dynamically unstable 34, 35 . Finally, two polymorphs of MoB, the α tI16-MoB (SG#141) 9,189 phase and the high temperature β oS8-MoB-(SG#64) phase 190, 191 , have been reported, which agrees with the stability of the former and the metastability of the latter (by 11 meV/atom) in our calculations. The most recent phase diagram for Mo-B is from Ref. 82 . It includes the disputed Mo 1−x B 3 composition, which is discussed in more detail for the W-B system. At 30 GPa the hR18-MoB 2 and tI16-MoB phases remain stable, while the previously metastable hP10-MoB 4 becomes stable.
Tc-B
The Tc-B system contains the hP6-TcB 2 (SG#194), hP20-Tc 7 B 3 (SG#186), and oS16-Tc 3 B (SG#63) 192 phases matching out calculated ground states. At 30 GPa, the oP8-TcB (SG#62) phase is seen to be stable along with the hP10-TcB 4 (SG#194) structure of the MoB 4 prototype. The ambient pressure structures remain stable as well at 30 GPa.
Ru-B
The most recent Ru-B phase diagram is in Rogl and Schuster 82 . Among the reported hP2-RuB (SG#187) 9 , hP10-Ru 2 B 3 (SG#194) 193, 194 , oP6-RuB 2 (SG#59) 195 , and hP20-Ru 7 B 3 (SG#186) 196 phases, only the last one is found to be unstable (by 57 meV/atom) in our calculations. An oP38-Ru 11 B 8 (SG#55) 82, 197 phase has also been reported, but does not appear in Massalski et al. 9 and is 134 meV/atom above the tie line in our database. At 30 GPa, hP2-RuB (SG#187), hP10-Ru 2 B 3 (SG#194), and the hP6-RuB 2 (SG#194) phases are stable, while hP20-Ru 7 B 3 remains unstable (by 39 meV/atom).
Rh-B
The Rh-B system contains hP20-Rh 7 B 3 (SG#186)
198 , oP12-Rh 2 B (SG#62) 199 , hP18-Rh 5 B 4 (SG#194) 200 , and hP4-RhB 1.1 (SG#194) 198, 201 . The first two match our calculated ground states. The oP12-Rh 2 B is found to be unstable by 70 meV/atom and the lowest-energy structure at this composition in our database is oP6 (SG#58), a (Pd 2 B prototype) metastable by 6 meV/atom. We constructed and simulated supercell structures of hP2 and hP4 for RhB x (0.80< x <1.285) and found all of them to be above the tie line, e.g. the hP15-Rh 8 B 7 derivative of hP4 is metastable by 15 meV/atom. It appears that, in contrast to the case of IrB 0.9 , there is no thermodynamic force for the stable hP4-RhB phase to go off-stoichiometry. At 30 GPa our calculations show that hP20-Rh 7 B 3 remains stable, hP4-RhB gives way to oP8-RhB (SG#62), and the hP18-Rh 5 B 4 phase at 55% metal content is replaced by a low-symmetry aP30-Rh 3 B 2 (SG#2) phase at 60%.
Pd-B
All observed compounds in the Pd-B systems are metal-rich: Pd 16 203, 205 . Gusev 202 discusses the consensus that the three compounds with the highest Pd content are in fact disordered and ordered solid solutions of fcc Pd. For this reason, their simulation is beyond the scope of this study. The stability of oP16-Pd 3 B is consistent with our DFT results. The mS28-Pd 5 B 2 phase is metastable in the GGA (by 8 meV/atom) but stable in the LDA (by 4 meV/atom below the tie line defined by oP6-Pd 2 B and oP16-Pd 3 B). While it has been demonstrated that Pd 2 B is amorphous 203 , the ordered oP6-Pd 2 B (SG#62) phase reported by Tergenius and Lundstroem 204 is stable in our calculations. According to our calculations at 30 GPa, the Pd-B system contains only the oP16-Pd 3 B and mS28-Pd 5 B 2 stable phases.
Ag-B
There have been reports on the formation of the AgB 2 compound 102-104 , but its long-term instability has been acknowledged by Massalski et al. 9 and Islam et al. 103 . Our DFT calculations indicate the immiscibility of Ag and B at both 0 or 30 GPa. The hP3-AgB 2 (SG#191) phase, in particular, has a positive formation energy of 0.52 eV/atom at ambient pressure. The lowest formation energy AgB 2 structure in our calculations was the hR18 (SG#166) structure, but it still retained a position formation energy.
Cd-B
No known intermediate compounds are found for the B-Cd system 9 . This agrees with our convex hull which shows all formation energies are positive.
D. Row 5 Transition metals
The 5d transitions metals are discussed below with Fig.  (8) containing the corresponding phase diagrams.
La-B
The La-B system contains the cP7-LaB 6 (SG#221) 206 and tP20-LaB 4 (SG#127) phases 207 , which agrees with this study. At 30 GPa, an additional hP8-LaB (SG#194) phase defines the convex hull. Among the considered binaries, the predicted hP8 (metal sandwich) structure 18, 51 is found to become stable only for LiB and LaB in the considered pressure range.
Hf-B
Several compounds have been reportedly observed in the Hf-B system: cF52-HfB 12 (SG#225), hP3-HfB 2 (SG#191), cF8-HfB (SG#225), and oP8-HfB (SG#53) 151, [208] [209] [210] .
However, Rogl and Potter
210
demonstrated that cF8-HfB is C stabilized, while oP8-HfB is stable at high temperatures. Our calculations show that only hP3-HfB 2 is stable. The cF52-HfB 12 and cF8-HfB phases are above the tie line at 44 meV/atom and 350 meV/atom, respectively. The lowest-energy structure at the 1:1 composition in our database, oP8-HfB (SG#62), is still 34 meV/atom above the tie line agreeing with experiment 210 that neither cF8 nor oP8 are stable at low temperature. hP3-HfB 2 is the only calculated stable phase at 30 GPa as well.
Ta-B
The oS8- TaB (SG#63) 98 , oS22-Ta 5 B 6 (SG#65) 98,211 , oI14-Ta 3 B 4 (SG#71) 97, 98 and tP10-Ta 3 B 2 (SG#127) 143 phases reported in the literature agree with our database. However, we have found several discrepancies. For the TaB 2 composition hP3-TaB 2 (SG#191) has been observed experimentally 98, 99 . The employed DFT approximations order the known competing structure types differently. The GGA favors the hP12 (SG#194) structure over hR18 (SG#166) by 6 meV/atom and over hP3 (SG#191) by 15 meV/atom, while the LDA favors the hP3(SG#191) structure over hP12 (SG#194) by 12 meV/atom and over hR18 (SG#166) by 18 meV/atom. The oS20-Ta 2 B 3 (SG#63) phase is calculated to be marginally stable (2 meV/atom below the tie line defined by hP12-TaB 2 and oI14-Ta 3 B 4 ), but has not been reported experimentally. See Section IV for further details. Finally, the tI12-Ta 2 B (SG#140) reported phase 161 is not stable in our calculations at 35 meV above the tie line, which is consistent with Chad et al. 212 who found it to be a high temperature phase. At 30 GPa the stable Ta-B structures do not change from their ambient state except that hP3-TaB 2 is found to be stable with both functionals.
W-B
The W-rich portion of the W-B system is well established in literature with tI12-W 2 B 30,41,80 and tI16-WB 30, 80, 186 reported both experimentally and theoretically. A β phase of WB, oS8 (SG#63), has also been reported 190 . The calculated stability of tI12-W 2 B (SG#140) and tI16-WB (SG#141) as well as the metastability of oS8-WB (SG#63) (by 13 meV/atom) are consistent with these experimental observations. The B-rich phases show less agreement between theory and experiment. For the WB 2 composition, experiments indicate formation of the hP12 (SG#194) structure 41 , while alternative hP6 (SG#194) 30, 80 and oP6 (SG#59) 29 solutions have been proposed as lowest-energy structures theoretically. In our calculations, hP6 is stable while the oP6 and hP12 structures are metastable by 9 meV/atom and 30 meV/atom, respectively. It is worth noting that the previously reported W 2 B 5 composition is now viewed to be the hP12-WB 2 phase 80 . A debate has recently sparked regarding the true composition and structure of a known (possibly super hard) 31, 185 boronrich W-B compound, with theory (this study included) predicting hP16-WB 3 (SG#194) and experiment finding hP20-WB 4 (SG#194) 30, 31, 80, 213 or hP-
(where x∼0.2 and is isotypic with hP20-WB 4 ). The hP16-WB 3 phase can be morphed into hP20-WB 4 by inserting a B dimer that converts the 2D boron network into the 3D one. Zhang et al. 28 have demonstrated that the structures' similarity has caused confusion in the analysis of experimental XRD 215,216 data due to all of the WB 3 XRD peaks existing in the WB 4 data. In addition, the high pressure stability of WB 4 80 obfuscates comparison of the DFT and experimental results. Finally, Liang et al. 32 have proposed an additional WB 3 prototype, hR24 (SG#166), which is expected to be slightly more energetically favorable than the previously known hP16 structure at zero temperature, agreeing with our calculations. Cheng et al. 217 showed that inclusion of the vibrational entropy term to the free energy destabilizes hR24 with respect to hP16 at 660-680
• C. Then experimentally and theoretically, they demonstrated the existence of a WB 3+x phase that contains B interstitials in the W plane voids. Within our calculations we considered both B interstitials (single and double) and W vacancies within the hP16-WB 3 phase to understand the hP-W 1−x B 3 and hP-WB 3+x phases and saw that both defects increased the formation energy within a single conventional cell.
At 30 GPa the calculated convex hull changes to hP10-WB 4 , hR18-WB 2 , tI16-WB, and tP6-W 2 B. This contradicts the study of Xie et al. 213 who compressed WB 4 up to 60 GPa demonstrating a structural change at 42 GPa with the structure not changing phase before this transition.
Re-B
The Re 3 B, Re 7 B 3 , ReB 3 , and ReB 2 compositions have been reported 9, 198, 218, 219 , with ReB 3 suggested theoretically as unstable at ambient conditions due to a positive formation energy 220 . Additionally, the Re 2 B, ReB, Re 2 B 3 , Re 2 B 5 , and ReB 4 compositions have all been studied with computational techniques [220] [221] [222] [223] and are generally considered unstable or metastable 220 . Therefore, from the experimental and theoretical studies it appears that oS16-Re 3 B (SG#53), hP20-Re 7 B 3 (SG#186), and hP6-ReB 2 (SG#194)are the stable phases for the Re-B system. We calculate hP6-ReB 2 and oS16-Re 3 B to be stable structures with the hP20-Re 7 B 3 structure being metastable (12 meV/atom above the tie line). A metastable hP6-ReB (SG#156) structure (at 10 meV/Atom above the tie line) consisting of alternating buckled hexagonal and closed packed B layers was found using evolutionary search. Further hP6-ReB 2 and oS16-Re 3 B are stable at 30GPa in GGA and LDA.
Os-B
The Os-B system has three reported phases, hP2-OsB (SG#51), hP10-Os 2 B 3 (SG#194), and oP6-OsB 2 (SG#59) 194, 195 . At the OsB 2 composition, the oP6 (SG#59) structure 195 is found to be 9 meV/atom above the hP6 (SG#194) structure that effectively lies on the α-B↔hP10-Os 2 B 3 tie line. The hP10-Os 2 B 3 phase was studied by neutron diffraction by Frotscher et al. 194 and demonstrated to have an approximate composition of OsB 1.6 . The stoichiometric structure is found to be stable in our calculations. The obtained stability of the hP2-OsB phase is in agreement with both the experimental 9 and previous ab initio studies 224 of α-OsB. The β-OsB phase 9 has only (cubic) cell parameters reported which does not match any phases with negative formation energies in our database. The 30-GPa convex hull is defined by the same set of phases.
Ir-B
Several off-stoichiometric Ir-B phases near 1:1 composition have been reported and are shown in the most recent phase diagram 81 : hP2-IrB 0.9 (SG#187) (often referred to as β-IrB), oS16-IrB 0.9 (SG#36) (often referred to as α-IrB), tI12-IrB 1.1 (SG#141), and mS-IrB 1.26−1.5 (SG#12) 9, 81, 195, 198, 225, 226 . The last three have been suggested to be high-temperature phases 9 . To investigate the stoichiometry-dependent stabilization effect we simulated IrB x (0.875< x <1.25) phases by creating B or Ir vacancies in hP2-IrB (SG#187) supercells. The Ir-rich hP15-Ir 8 B 7 phase was indeed found to be stable rendering possible Ir 2 B candidate compounds metastable. Although hP4-IrB still appears below the α-B↔ hP15-Ir 8 B 7 tie line, a more systematic simulation of the offstoichiometric compounds may lead to a different outcome. The report on synthesized Ir 3 B 2 contained no structural information 9 and we have not observed a stable phase at this composition among the considered prototypes. Application of pressure has been found to destabilize the constructed hP15 off-stoichiometric phase and only hP4-IrB is seen to be stable at 30 GPa.
Pt-B
Our findings raise questions about all three reported compounds in the Pt-B system 9 . No structural model is available for the tetragonal Pt 3 B phase 9 , and the only relevant structure at this composition in our calculations is oP16 (SG#62), Pd 3 B-type) that is metastable by 18 meV/atom. The reported hP4-PtB (SG#194) 9, 198 phase with linear boron chains was considered in our previous study and noted to be in poor agreement with experiment 51 . The exceptionally high B-B bond length mismatch of over 10% observed previously 51 and the positive formation energy of 55 meV/atom calculated presently call for a more detailed study of this compound. Our evolutionary search identified an unrelated hP4-PtB (SG#164) phase, just 7 meV/atom above the tie line, comprised of buckled hexagonal sheets of boron (Wyckoff positions are in the Supplementary Materials 84 ). Finally, the observed Pt 2 B phase is reported to be hP6 (SG#194) 9 , which is found in our calculations to be 68 meV/atom above the oP6 (SG#58), Pd 2 B-type) structure. An orthorhombic PtB 0.67 has also been observed experimentally. Simulation of this disordered phase is outside the scope of our study. The only stable phase, oP6-Pt 2 B, obtained in our calculations at 0 GPa is replaced by a set of hR18-PtB 2 , mP14-Pt 5 B 2 , and oP16-Pt 3 B phases at 30 GPa. Interestingly, Pt-B is found to be the only considered M-B binary for which the formation enthalpy reduces with pressure. Although pressure-induced disproportionation has been seen in some systems 227,228 we have not been able to identify factor(s) that make this system special.
Au-B
The hP3-AuB 2 (SG#191) phase was first reported by Obrowski 102 , but Massalski et al. 9 describe it as a metastable. In a previous study 51 the authors showed that hP3-AuB 2 not only has a large positive formation energy, but is also unstable with respect to a proposed lower-symmetry δ-AuB 2 derivative. All the considered phases have been found to have positive formation energies at both 0-and 30-GPa pressures.
Hg-B
The Hg-B system contains no stable compounds 9 , which is consistent with our calculations at both pressures considered. The compounds calculated to be metastable at ambient pressures within GGA with the corresponding dH from LDA. Here dH is the stability in relation to phase separation as defined by distance of H f to the tie line. Compounds with dH=0 are ground states. Compounds with 0< dH <20 meV/atom are termed metastable. A 20 meV/atom cutoff, a typical size of the relative contribution to the Gibbs energy from the vibrational entropy term at T ∼ 1000 K 5 , is chosen to distinguish between possible metastable and unstable phases. Compounds with dH values greater than 20 meV/atom are not included here.
VII. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
In support of the main paper this supplementary materials contains the following descriptions and datasets:
• A description of the magnetic ordering in elemental ground state structures for selected 3d transition metals;
• A list of compositions searched using the evolutionary algorithm for 0 GPa and 30 GPa (Table IV) ;
• A description of the high-throughput density functional theory framework in MAISE;
• Full structural information of all the stable structures at 0 GPa (Table V) ;
• Full structural information of select metastable structures at 0 GPa (Table VI) ;
• Full structural information of all the stable structures at 30 GPa (Table VII) . The chemical potentials of each metal at the respective pressure are determined for the calculation of the formation enthalpy (Eqn. (1)). For the majority of these metals the lowest energy phase was either bcc, fcc, or hcp. However, the 3d Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni metals require more detailed calculations to account for the ground state magnetic configurations. Cr is calculated to be antiferromagnetic (AFM) in a two-atom bcc unit cell. Fe is ferromagnetic bcc. Co is ferromagnetic hcp. Ni is ferromagnetic fcc. The known ground state for Mn is a large complex non-collinear distorted bcc structure 1,2 .
However, due to the size and complexity of α-Mn the energetically preferred structure of the bcc, fcc, and hcp structures was selected. It is known that for GGA this correctly favors an AFM fcc structure, while LDA incorrectly favors AFM hcp 2, 3 . Therefore, in this work we use the antiferromagnetic fcc structure for both GGA and LDA (forced). We have checked that the 215 meV/atom difference for the LDA does not affect the stability of the Mn-rich compounds.
The high-throughput density functional theory framework (implemented under the auspices of MAISE) used to study the structures for each system performed three geometry optimizations with progressingly strict convergent criteria to allow structures determined for other systems to converge to realistic cell parameters and atomic positions. Each optimization converged to a strain below 2-3 kbar (0.2 -0.3 GPa) with interatomic forces below 0.01 eV/Å. Spot checks were performed to determine that the electronic steps converged appropriately with the convergence criteria changed accordingly (usually increased) to converge the structure. 
